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Chapter 501: Even If I’m Single, You Can’t… 

 

“Ah? Boss Lin, even if I’m single… you can’t…” Liu Yiyi revealed a shy expression and 
hurriedly ran to Hua Qingqing’s side to ask about the situation. 

Was Lin Fan going to take them in? 

If that was the case… that would be great. 

After all, being able to follow Lin Fan was much more reliable than this car dealership. 

The two of them were quite pretty, but they had only sold this car after working for half a 
month. 

Some customers wanted to buy cars and made some strange requests to them. 

Hua Qingqing shook her head innocently. She took out the contract she had just signed 
and handed it to Liu Yiyi. 

“Wow, Boss Lin is really good to people.” Liu Yiyi took a look and her eyes lit up. 
Indeed, Boss Lin was different. 

There was no doubt about the authenticity of this contract. After all, Lin Fan was already 
Alibaba’s vice president. He had a transcendent status in Alibaba. If the vice president 
wanted to get a few internship spots, who would dare to reject him? 

“Qingqing, congratulations,” Liu Yiyi looked at Hua Qingqing and said enviously. 

“Mmm… you can definitely do it too. Boss Lin just said that he wanted to help the two of 
us…” Hua Qingqing said. 

“Hehe…” Liu Yiyi smiled happily. 

After a while, Lin Fan returned. 

Everything was settled. 



Hua Qingqing and Liu Yiyi did not have to work in the car dealership anymore. 

“Alright, your commission and this month’s salary will be sent to your bank account. 
Now that you’re fine, get in the car. Go out for a ride and come to my house to talk to 
you guys,” said Lin Fan with a smile. 

“Ah…” Hua Qingqing was still stunned. 

Liu Yiyi was already holding Hua Qingqing’s hand and preparing to get into the car. 

She was originally Lin Fan’s little fan. Now that she could get into Lin Fan’s car, she was 
extremely happy. 

Even if Lin Fan wanted to do something bad to them, they would accept it. 

Wasn’t it good to be liked by a guy? 

This car dealership was special. The license plates could be done casually. Lin Fan 
didn’t need to go through those complicated procedures. He could just drive. 

Driving the Porsche Panamera on the road, Lin Fan felt that it was exciting! 

He had driven sports cars worth hundreds of millions before. Now that he was driving a 
Porsche worth more than two million, it still felt pretty good. 

Actually, the comfort of this Porsche was not inferior to that of those sports cars. 

On the streets, when passers-by saw Lin Fan’s car, they couldn’t help but exclaim. 

Although it was Shanghai, it did not mean that they were all rich. 

Most of them were ordinary workers. 

“Wow, isn’t this the Porsche Panamera? Although it’s not a sports car like Rolls-Royce, 
those who can drive a Porsche are still big shots…” 

“If you don’t understand, just ask. How much is the Porsche Panamera?” 

“It should be at least two million yuan. He casually drove a luxury car worth more than 
two million yuan…” 

“I have to say, there are really a lot of rich people in Shanghai. They can drive a luxury 
car worth more than two million yuan, but I’m just a scumbag with a salary of five 
thousand yuan…” 

“The Porsche Panamera is so handsome!” 



… 

Soon, Lin Fan arrived home. 

When Hua Qingqing and Liu Yiyi saw Lin Fan’s mansion, their eyes widened. 

It was the best villa in Tomson Riviera! 

Located in the center of Tomson Riviera, the scenery was beautiful, the air was fresh, 
and there were birds chirping. 

Most importantly, Lin Fan’s villa was too big… 

“Wow, it’s really a beautiful villa, and it’s very big,” Liu Yiyi said in surprise. 

“Mmm… it’s really pretty good,” Hua Qingqing said from the side. 

At this time, there was no one at home. 

Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu were both working in the company. 

Especially Su Xiaoyu. Although she was usually carefree, ever since she became Lin 
Fan’s girlfriend, she would help him do many things. 

In the past few days, Lin Fan’s Estee Lauder shares had increased by 10%. It was all 
thanks to Su Xiaoyu. This made the company’s shareholders ecstatic. 

“Come in and sit anywhere.” Lin Fan smiled. 

“Yes.” Hua Qingqing sat on the sofa obediently, feeling a little uneasy. 

On the other hand, Liu Yiyi looked around. So the villas where the rich lived were all so 
luxurious. 

This was a villa that they could never afford to live in. 

“Hua Qingqing, let me see the contract,” said Lin Fan. He took the contract from Hua 
Qingqing and tore it up. 

Hua Qingqing looked at Lin Fan innocently and lowered her head, feeling a little 
disappointed. 

She didn’t know why Lin Fan wanted to tear up the contract, but she also knew that Lin 
Fan had the final say in this contract. 

Liu Yiyi didn’t dare to speak. They thought that Lin Fan had gone back on his word. 



Lin Fan raised his head. “I understand your situation. You’re all good students with good 
grades. Hua Qingqing, does your father still need 100,000 yuan for the surgery? You’ll 
need to spend money to stay in the hospital. I think it’ll add up to more than 100,000 
yuan.” 

“And you, Liu Yiyi. Your family background isn’t very good either.” Lin Fan looked at the 
email from Su Muqing. “You’ve been working part-time since high school and have been 
working part-time since university. If you study hard, your and Hua Qingqing’s results 
will definitely be even better.” 

Liu Yiyi pursed her lips. “Boss Lin, I’m sorry. We just want to earn more money. After all, 
I’ve grown up. I can’t let my grandmother give me money from here insurance payout 
anymore…” 

Lin Fan frowned. “Where are your parents?” 

Liu Yiyi’s eyes turned red. “My mother had cancer three years ago and went to heaven.” 

Lin Fan fell silent. 

The dead were respected, especially when it came to aging, illness, and death. Humans 
could not control it. 

“My father was smashed into a vegetative state by a brick at the construction site eight 
years ago. Now, he can’t even wake up.” Liu Yiyi thought of her father and smiled 
sweetly. 

Hua Qingqing held Liu Yiyi’s arm from the side. She did not say anything but her heart 
ached. 

In other words, Liu Yiyi had gone out to find a part-time job when she was in high school 
to earn more money and pay for her living expenses. It was the same after she entered 
university. She still had to take care of her father and grandmother. 

How much money could an old woman and a father who had lost his mobility earn? 

Meanwhile, Hua Qingqing’s father was hospitalized because of a fracture. 

“Hua Qingqing, Liu Yiyi, I have a contract here. The two of you can consider it.” Lin Fan 
took out two contracts and placed them in front of Hua Qingqing and Liu Yiyi. 

“Sign the contract for five years. I’ll give you a basic salary of 500,000 a year, as well as 
internships for Alibaba and Estee Lauder. You can intern during university. It won’t 
affect your studies, but your salary might be reduced. You’ll only get 10,000 a month.” 



“Of course, as long as you sign this contract, you will be my employee for five years. 
500,000 a year is equivalent to buying you for five years. For five years, without my 
permission, you are not allowed to participate in any part-time jobs or work in another 
company privately.” 

Lin Fan said. He knew that these two girls were very poor, but he also saw opportunities 
in them. 

These two girls were very capable and must know how to be grateful. 

Lin Fan couldn’t just give the two girls money. Instead, it would make them feel like they 
were being given alms. 

In reality, they were all very outstanding. 

Lin Fan was just helping these two girls in another way. Of course, Lin Fan was also 
thinking about the future. 

As long as he nurtured these two girls, they could be his trusted aides in the future! 

Hua Qingqing and Liu Yiyi were stunned. 

In other words, their annual salary… would be 620,000! 

Lin Fan had actually given them such treatment. 

An annual salary of 620,000 was equivalent to a monthly salary of more than 50,000! 
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A monthly salary of more than 50,000 yuan was a terrifying number. 

However, this would last five years. 

In other words, five years after they graduated, no matter how high the price was, they 
could not go. 

This was equivalent to giving up some chances in the future to follow Lin Fan. 

The two of them had to pay something. 

Hua Qingqing and Liu Yiyi were not fools. 

Lin Fan… was really good to them. 



Furthermore, he was suspected of deliberately helping them. 

Hua Qingqing pushed the contract in front of Lin Fan and stood up. She said softly, “I’m 
sorry, Boss Lin. I can’t agree to this condition.” 

“I’m just a university student. Although I’m about to graduate, I know that my ability isn’t 
strong enough. It’s not worth it to get a job with a monthly salary of 50,000. Even if I 
graduate and work for five years, my salary is far from this high. I know that CEO Lin 
wants to help us and is very grateful to you. However, we can’t receive such a high 
salary without doing anything.” Hua Qingqing rejected. 

Liu Yiyi stood up and bowed to Lin Fan. “I’m sorry, Boss Lin. If you want us to accept it, 
please lower the treatment.” 

To others, this was very foolish behavior. 

However, the two girls were also stubborn. 

They did not want to receive favors from others for no reason. 

Just like how they had dignity, it was easy for some women to earn money, but it was 
also difficult for others. 

For those who could earn money easily, as long as they were in bed, earning money 
every day was a hundred times better than working for others. 

It was much easier for pretty girls like Hua Qingqing and Liu Yiyi to earn money. 

But they did not do so, nor would they. 

Girls had to have self-respect and love. 

If he didn’t even cherish himself, what was the point of earning money? 

Lin Fan smiled and waved his hand. “There’s no need. I’m not short of money. I’m not 
giving you this money out of charity. I’m confirming your ability. You’ll have to pay me 
five years of your time. After five years, if you can go further, you’ll sign a new contract. 
At that time, I hope that you can help me.” 

“To be honest, I want to nurture a few talents and more people who can be trusted. 
These five years is also an inspection period for you. If you can train better, you can 
take a big step forward in your career. Of course, if you can’t do it, you can also hold a 
few small positions in the company and slowly train yourself.” 

“Also, the salary I give you isn’t that exaggerated. Is 50,000 to 60,000 a month very 
high? The security guard’s salary at Jiaxing Entertainment is above 30,000 yuan.” 



…. 

After signing the contract, Lin Fan sent the two girls to Alibaba for an internship. 

Lin Fan drove the Porsche and brought Xia Wanqiu home. 

It was time for him to bring his wife to see his parents. 

After all, Xia Wanqiu was Lin Fan’s girlfriend on the surface. 

If Lin Fan brought Su Xiaoyu back too, it would seem strange. 

After all, in this society, polygamous couples would probably be beaten up. 

Ignoring public opinion, Lin Fan might be beaten up by his parents first. 

It would still take time for his parents to accept Su Xiaoyu’s existence. 

As for public opinion, it was impossible for them to know that Lin Fan was two-timing. 
Otherwise, who knew how many haters would criticize Lin Fan? 

Luckily, Su Xiaoyu didn’t care about that. She only cared about being able to stay with 
Lin Fan. 

Lin Fan’s hometown was in the village. 

The villagers’ eyes widened when they saw Lin Fan drive back in his Porsche. 

“Isn’t this Lin Fan? He’s Lin Hui’s child. He drove his Porsche home.” 

“This Porsche… is really handsome. I can tell at a glance that he’s a successful 
person.” 

“Lin Fan is really amazing. I heard that he has become a big star outside. He seems to 
be a big boss.” 

“Lin Hui’s family raised a good child…” 

The neighbors looked over enviously. When they saw Lin Fan’s Porsche, they were 
extremely envious. 

“When Lin Fan was young, I knew that this child could become a talent. Now, it’s true.” 

“Lin Fan is too awesome. He’s simply the pride of our village.” 



“That’s right. I heard that Lin Fan is a big star. I even watched Lin Fan’s television 
dramas. They were excellent!” 

“Speaking of which, what kind of car is Lin Fan driving? I feel that this car shouldn’t be 
cheap.” 

“It looks like a Porsche, but I don’t know what brand it is, haha.” 

“A Porsche? F*ck, this Porsche car costs at least a million yuan!” 

“66666666, Lin Fan is already driving a luxury car worth millions. I want to take a photo!” 

The villagers didn’t know about Rolls-Royce or Maserati, but they knew that Lin Fan’s 
Porsche was very cool! 

A sports car worth millions! 

The people in the village were different from those in big cities. If a big city saw a sports 
car worth a million dollars, they would not be especially surprised. 

In some big cities, having a million yuan in savings was nothing. 

But in the village, it was completely different. 

Even if Lin Fan had a million dollars in savings, to the people in the countryside, it was 
still unattainable. 

To many people, a million yuan was a dream. 

Then, Lin Fan got out of the car. Looking at the surrounding people, Lin Fan laughed. 

These people were all familiar faces to him. 

“Hello, Aunt Zhang, Uncle Wang, Uncle Li.” Lin Fan greeted them warmly. He even took 
out a few boxes of cigarettes from the car and gave them out. 

“Aiyo, look at how sensible Lin Fan is now. He’s much better than the others.” Uncle 
Wang and Uncle Li smiled and took the cigarettes. 

“Aunt Wang, Aunt Zhang, these are some cosmetics. You have to accept them. Take it 
as a token of my appreciation. After all, I opened a cosmetics company outside. These 
are all my things. Don’t worry about using them. They’re very good for your skin. After 
using them, you can become even younger.” 

Lin Fan took out the cosmetics again. Everyone had a portion. 



Auntie Wang, Auntie Zhang, and the women in the village were all happy and took the 
cosmetics with a smile. 

Lin Fan had been outside for so long. Now that he had succeeded and was still so 
sensible, these villagers were extremely happy. 

This was also a way of dealing with the world. It did not cost much to give the villagers 
something. 

After all, Lin Fan’s family might encounter some difficulties. It was better for the 
neighbors to help each other. 

Then… Lin Fan opened the passenger door. 

Xia Wanqiu got out of the car. She was wearing orange half-sleeves and long pants, 
outlining her perfect and slender figure. She had a ponytail and was filled with youth. 

She had even specially put on light makeup today. It was her first time seeing Lin Fan’s 
parents, so she had to prepare seriously. 

When everyone saw Xia Wanqiu, their eyes widened. 

Xia Wanqiu… the street bosses knew her. 

A superstar who often appeared on television! 

Xia Wanqiu… was really beautiful. 

They also knew that Xia Wanqiu was already Lin Fan’s girlfriend. 
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When they saw Xia Wanqiu, the neighbors praised her again. 

Lin Fan held Xia Wanqiu’s hand and looked at the girl beside him with a smile. 

“Meow, meow…” Xia Wanqiu didn’t know what to say and acted coquettishly to Lin Fan. 
She was still as cute as when she first met Lin Fan. 

“Are you nervous?” Lin Fan smiled. “Don’t be nervous. An ugly daughter-in-law has to 
meet her in-laws eventually.” 

Xia Wanqiu looked at Lin Fan fiercely. “You’re the ugly wife. No, ugly husband!” 



Lin Fan was amused. “What was your name again?” 

Xia Wanqiu blushed. “No, I don’t remember.” 

Lin Fan laughed and threatened, “What? You don’t remember?” 

Xia Wanqiu said in a low voice, “You’re my boyfriend. When you marry me, I’ll call you 
that again ~” 

Lin Fan: “Why are you calling me that?” 

Xia Wanqiu lowered her head and said softly, “Hubby…” 

Lin Fan nodded in satisfaction. “Sigh, the ugly wife is so sensible.” 

Xia Wanqiu pinched Lin Fan. “If you continue like this, I’ll be angry.” 

She was at her most beautiful. 

She rarely put on light makeup. She would only do this when she came to see Lin Fan’s 
parents. 

Xia Wanqiu was a little nervous. “Lin Fan, do you think I’ll get pregnant? We didn’t take 
any precautions last night…” 

In the end, she watched Lin Fan sprint and they were tightly together the entire time. It 
was not until five seconds later that Lin Fan let go of her. 

Although she did not understand pregnancy, she was still a top student and had learned 
biology very well. 

Lin Fan kissed Xia Wanqiu’s forehead. “If you’re pregnant, we’ll hold a wedding 
immediately. We’ll raise the child together.” 

Xia Wanqiu nodded obediently. “Mmm ~ I know.” 

After entering the house, Lin Fan’s house was very ordinary. There was no bed, only a 
bed. 

Although the house was paved with floor tiles, it couldn’t compare to Lin Fan’s villa. 

Lin Fan pushed open the door of his house. Along the way, he held Xia Wanqiu’s hand. 
When he reached the kitchen door, he saw his mother. 

His mother was cooking. 



Liang Zichen was Lin Fan’s mother. 

“Mom, I’m back,” said Lin Fan with a smile. 

“Aiya, ahhhhhh.” When Liang Zichen saw her son return, she put down the things in her 
hand and hugged Lin Fan. She jumped up excitedly. 

“How long has it been since you came back? We miss you so much, hahaha,” Liang 
Zichen said, her eyes filled with joy. 

“Mom… I didn’t go out for long.” Lin Fan was helpless. 

“This is…” Liang Zichen looked at Xia Wanqiu.” Oh, oh, oh. Qiuqiu, Qiuqiu is back too. ” 

“Hello, Auntie,” Xia Wanqiu smiled and said politely. 

“Hey, why are you still calling me auntie? Qiuqiu, I saw that you were pretty when you 
were young. Now, you’ve become even prettier, haha.” Liang Zichen was extremely 
happy as she watched her daughter-in-law return. 

Lin Fan’s parents had seen Xia Wanqiu since they were young. After all, when they 
were in junior high school, Lin Fan often brought Xia Wanqiu home. 

Sometimes, they would do homework together, sometimes they would study together, 
and sometimes, they would do strange things in the room and close the doors and 
windows. 

Xia Wanqiu had been beautiful and polite since she was young. Lin Fan’s parents liked 
her very much. 

“Mom ~” Xia Wanqiu called out intimately. She changed the way she called her, but her 
cheeks were already red. 

“Sigh.” Liang Zichen smiled even more happily. 

At this moment, Lin Fan’s father, Lin Hui, returned. 

Lin Hui smoked a cigarette and said as he walked, “Honey, I just saw a Porsche at the 
door. It’s at least a million-dollar luxury car. I wonder whose son is back. I wonder when 
our Lin Fan will come back.” 

Then… Lin Hui saw Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu. 

Lin Hui took a puff of his cigarette and the corners of his lips curled up. After returning 
home, he sat on the sofa. “You’re back?” 



Lin Fan nodded. “Mmm, I’m back. Dad, this is…” 

He was about to introduce Xia Wanqiu. 

Lin Hui waved his hand. “I know, daughter-in-law. Speaking of which, Wanqiu is even 
prettier than when she was young. Come, sit down first. Your mother and I will make 
something delicious.” 

Lin Hui stubbed out the cigarette in his hand, stood up, and walked towards the kitchen. 

Men’s feelings were not that direct. Sometimes, they were very reserved. 

Xia Wanqiu hurriedly said, “Auntie and Uncle, go rest. I’ll go cook ~” 

She was still a little shy when calling them father and mother. 

Seeing that Xia Wanqiu was shy, Lin Hui and Liang Zichen did not say anything. 

Anyway, the two of them were already extremely happy to be able to bring Xia Wanqiu 
back. 

Of course, the prerequisite was that they did not know Su Xiaoyu’s situation. 

If they knew that Lin Fan had two girlfriends, Lin Fan’s mother would chase after him for 
two streets. 

It was still very difficult for the older generation to change their minds. 

Liang Zichen and Lin Hui still did not let Xia Wanqiu cook. 

“Let us do this kind of thing. You can just rest,” Lin Hui said with a smile. 

Lin Hui didn’t ask Lin Fan about the Porsche. 

To be able to drive such a car and park it in front of his house, it had to be at least a 
million-dollar luxury car. Other than Lin Fan, who else could it be? 

Furthermore, there was no need to ask about this. If Lin Hui went out for a walk, 
countless neighbors would come up to praise him. 

There would also be many people fawning over Lin Hui. It was very normal in the 
countryside. 

After dinner, Xia Wanqiu took the initiative to wash the dishes and pots, but Liang 
Zichen rejected her. 



“You two can go out for a walk. Haha, your father and I will clean up,” Liang Zichen said. 

“Alright, Mom, thank you,” said Lin Fan with a smile. 

After Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu left, Liang Zichen looked at Lin Hui. 

“Look at how happy you are today. You can’t even close your mouth,” Liang Zichen said 
with a smile. 

“Of course not. Am I that kind of person? My son has become so outstanding now. He 
even married such a beautiful wife and drove such a good car. Do you know what the 
neighbors outside say? They all say that I, Lin Hui, have a good son!” Lin Hui laughed. 

Lin Hui felt his back straighten. 

When he was young, his parents were the heavens that supported him. 

When he grew up, he would be like his parents. 

When a son or daughter was outstanding, their parents would also straighten their 
backs and not be bullied outside. 

This was the pride of parents! 

…. 

Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu held hands as they walked on the streets of the village. They 
could even see the stars in the sky. 

This scene was incomparably beautiful. 

The sky was filled with stars and bright moonlight. 

Lin Fan gently kissed Xia Wanqiu’s red lips. After a long time, they finally separated. 

“Xia Wanqiu, marry me,” said Lin Fan with a smile. He looked at the girl beside him. Her 
sudden proposal was also a true proposal this time. 

Then… Lin Fan took out the ring again. 

The ring had always been at home. When Lin Fan returned to his hometown this time, 
he still brought the ring with him. 

How could he not have a ring when he proposed? 



Although he had proposed before, there were always many things going on and it was 
not as peaceful as now. 

Xia Wanqiu smiled sweetly at Lin Fan. 

“Mmm ~ Then… I’ll agree to it.” 
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Three years later. 

At the grand movie press conference, Jiaxing Entertainment promoted a movie. 

“Titanic”! 

Before that, Jiaxing Entertainment had already announced it. 

This movie would be Lin Fan’s last directed movie! 

After this movie ended, Lin Fan would completely leave the entertainment industry and 
work behind the scenes. 

This movie also became Lin Fan’s finale. 

The male lead of the movie was Lin Fan and the female lead was Lin Jingjing. 

Of course, they also used a lot of foreigners. 

When they heard that this was Lin Fan’s last movie, the entire entertainment industry 
was in an uproar. 

Lin Fan’s status in the Chinese entertainment industry was irreplaceable. 

He was the god of directing in everyone’s hearts. 

But no one expected Lin Fan to retreat to the backstage of the entertainment industry. 

“Why did Lin Fan quit the entertainment industry? Boohoo, my Prince Charming. In 
other words, I won’t be able to see Prince Charming’s new television dramas and 
movies in the future?” 

“Half a year ago, Lin Fan’s ‘Ne Zha 2019’ created 5.5 billion yuan at the box office. Why 
is he retreating behind the scenes?” 



“Sigh, I don’t care about anything else. I have to follow this movie. I have to!” 

“Lin Fan’s last movie… Even if I have to take leave, I have to go to the cinema to watch 
it!” 

“Lin Fan, please don’t leave the entertainment industry…” 

“I love you, Lin Fan!!!” 

When they heard this news, countless viewers were sad. 

Then, under such a background. 

“Titanic” was released! 

Then… thousands of viewers rushed to the cinemas all over the country. 

On this night, countless people cried. 

That night, countless people were moved by the movie “Titanic”. 

That night, countless people went crazy. 

Tonight, on Weibo, trending topics, headlines, Tiktok, Zhihu, and Tieba, every place on 
the Internet, the popularity of “Titanic” reached the highest point!m 

This was Lin Fan’s last movie! 

The plot of this movie touched every audience. 

This movie… was also known as the best movie Lin Fan had ever directed! 

Lin Fan had completely become a god! 

A month later, the final box office earnings of “Titanic” were released. 

Just domestically, the box office sales of “Titanic” had already reached 13 billion! 

It had created a historical record for the world! 

He had created a true record! 

On Douban, “Titanic” had the highest score in history, 9.7! 

Then, “Titanic” was released worldwide! 



Lin Fan’s last movie was screened everywhere in the world. 

Another month later. 

The global box office earnings of “Titanic” had reached 60 billion! 

The entire world was shocked! 

Lin Fan had created an achievement that countless people couldn’t catch up to. 

The global box office earnings were as high as 60 billion! 

China cheered! 

The people were proud! 

People all over the world fell in love with Lin Fan’s movie. 

Under Lin Fan’s lead, Jiaxing Entertainment became the world’s top entertainment 
company! 

Chinese culture had officially gone global! 

The legendary top Hollywood company had been defeated by Jiaxing Entertainment! 

Because… 

Jiaxing Entertainment had that man, their living god. 

Lin Fan! 

Another half a year later. 

At the venue of the global film award ceremony. 

Xu Yang had won an Oscar for Best Actor! 

Lin Jingjing won an Oscar for Best Actress! 

And Lin Fan… had won the Oscar for Best Director! 

The entire world cheered for this moment. 

The entire Chinese audience was cheering in front of the television and the livestream! 

The Chinese actors had finally reached the top of the Oscars! 



At the award ceremony, the host asked Xu Yang, “Xu Yang, may I ask if you have 
anything to say about receiving the first Best Actor Oscar in China?” 

Xu Yang took the microphone and held Lin Jingjing’s hand. In front of the audience in 
the world, he said, “It’s not my fault that I won the Best Actor Oscar. It’s all thanks to Lin 
Fan that I’m where I am today.” 

“Lin Fan isn’t just the Best Director Oscar. He’s also the best actor, the best 
screenwriter, the best director, and the man I respect and admire the most in my life.” 

“Without Lin Fan, I wouldn’t be where I am today.” 

“Four years ago, I liked a girl. I felt that I could definitely woo her, but I met Lin Fan. I 
thought that he would be my enemy, but I didn’t expect that he would be my best 
brother in my life. Although I didn’t woo that girl, it was because of Lin Fan that I met my 
current lover, Lin Jingjing.” 

“What right do I, Xu Yang, have to have such a good girl accompany me and receive 
the Oscar award that all the actors in the world want?” 

“All of this… is thanks to Lin Fan.” 

“My brother, Lin Fan!” 

After Xu Yang finished speaking, everyone applauded. 

Lin Jingjing looked at Xu Yang and smiled happily. 

She did not give a speech. 

But she knew that it was Lin Fan who had let her get to where she was today. 

It was Lin Fan who gave her all her achievements. 

It was her greatest fortune to have a friend like Lin Fan in this life! 

At the venue for the Academy Awards. 

A total of 18 LED screens appeared. 

Every scene on the big screen was Lin Fan! 

At this moment, countless Chinese were proud. 

The audience was cheering for Lin Fan. 



“Lin Fan!” 

“Lin Fan!!” 

“Lin Fan!!!” 

The domestic audience felt even more proud and teared up. 

Seeing so many viewers cheering for their names, 

Lin Fan smiled and took the microphone. 

“Hello, everyone. I’m Lin Fan.” 

“Thank you very much for liking my work. I’m also very happy that I was able to win the 
Oscar for Best Director.” 

“It’s just a pity that there’s no banquet that doesn’t end. I, Lin Fan, officially announce it 
here.” 

“I’ve officially ‘retired’!” 

“I have my own family, my lover, and my children… I’m going to be a father. My 
departure doesn’t mean that the Chinese entertainment industry is silent. I’m still the 
boss of Jiaxing Entertainment, and I’ll still watch from behind the scenes as Jiaxing 
Entertainment shoots every good work…” 

“At the same time, I announce…” 

“Tomorrow is my wedding with my fiancée, Xia Wanqiu.” 

“From tomorrow onwards, I’m going to be prepared to be a husband and a father. My 
wife, Xia Wanqiu, is pregnant…” 

“I don’t want everyone to remember my name. I want everyone to remember my work.” 

“I hope everyone can remember.” 

“China’s cultural inheritance requires generations of hard work. I also believe that even 
without me, everyone in China can do it!” 

“China has five thousand years of culture. I’m proud of it!” 

Chapter 505: Wedding Day! 

 



After saying that, Lin Fan left the venue silently. 

Countless audience members cried. 

“Don’t…” 

“Lin Fan, Lin Fan, Lin Fan!” 

“So Lin Fan is going to be a father too… Lin Fan is finally going to marry Xia Wanqiu.” 

“Lin Fan, I love you! I love you!!!” 

… 

What was worth mentioning was… 

Hua Qingqing and Liu Yiyi had already become Lin Fan’s most reliable subordinates. 

In addition to being the best in the movie industry, Jiaxing Entertainment crushed 
Hollywood. 

In terms of driverless technology, Jiaxing Entertainment had completely pushed it to the 
world! 

Then… Jiaxing Entertainment’s market value had already exceeded one trillion, two 
trillion… three trillion! 

Jiaxing Entertainment even launched 5G technology. After that, Jiaxing Entertainment 
finally successfully promoted mature driverless technology to the world! 

…. 

Why didn’t Su Xiaoyu have a good relationship with her mother? 

It was because Su Xiaoyu’s mother had never seen Su Xiaoyu when she was young. 

She rarely looked at Xia Wanqiu. 

Because… she worked in the country’s most confidential place. 

That place… was radioactive. 

Finally, there were results this year. 

From then on, China’s technology and aerospace standards had all reached the peak of 
the world! 



Su Xiaoyu’s mother contributed greatly but also suffered from cancer because of this. 

In front of the bed, Su Xiaoyu’s mother held her hand and cried, “I’m sorry… It’s just that 
all the work I’ve done in my life is for the country and the future of China…” 

Su Xiaoyu and Xia Wanqiu were both crying by the bed. 

“Mom, you didn’t even see us get married…” Xia Wanqiu cried as she held her mother’s 
hand. 

“Mom… I’m sorry, I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have made you angry. I shouldn’t have refused 
to see you…” Su Xiaoyu’s eyes were red. She had been very lonely since she was 
young and had no motherly love. She had always hated her mother. 

She had always felt that she was very awesome. After all, she had made her father the 
richest man in the world. 

But Su Xiaoyu finally knew what a great existence her mother was. 

What her mother did was a hundred times, a thousand times better than what she did. 

“Xiaoyu, Wanqiu, I’m sorry for not giving you a happy and complete family. I’m sorry…” 

“Wanqiu, the person I’ve let down the most is you. I can’t see your wedding with Lin 
Fan. I can’t see…” Su Xiaoyu and Xia Wanqiu’s mother was very weak. 

“Mom, what about me?” Su Xiaoyu cried. “I also want Mom to see my wedding.” 

Su Xiaoyu’s mother patted her head and smiled. “Be good. My daughter is the most 
outstanding. In the past, I said that I would let the two of you be with Lin Fan because I 
was angry. My daughter is so outstanding. She can find all sorts of men. She will 
definitely be able to find someone more outstanding to marry.” 

Other than Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu, no one else knew that Xia Wanqiu and Su 
Xiaoyu were together with Lin Fan. 

At this moment… 

Lin Fan was here. 

“Auntie, Jiaxing Entertainment’s latest medical technology has been successfully 
researched and the clinical trial has been successful.” 

“You can try the special medicine to treat cancer.” Lin Fan brought the medicine over. 



“Lin Fan, can it really be cured? Really?” Su Xiaoyu looked at Lin Fan and grabbed his 
arm tightly. 

“Mmm, of course. Trust me,” said Lin Fan with a smile. When the system was released, 
it left Lin Fan with such technology. Therefore, Lin Fan immediately activated the 
medical team and started making it three years ago. 

Now, he had finally succeeded. Not only cancer but other terminal illnesses could also 
be treated with special medicine! 

However, the price of this special medicine was very expensive. The materials needed 
were also very scarce and could not be used on a large scale. 

Lin Fan believed that there was still so much time in the future. It would definitely be 
able to be promoted on a large scale. 

Then… Su Xiaoyu’s mother took the special medicine. 

Seven days later. 

Su Xiaoyu’s mother’s illness had miraculously recovered! 

The medical world was shocked! 

The entire China was shocked! 

Every industry of Jiaxing Entertainment was too awesome… 

Now, he had even solved the biggest problem in the medical world! 

Then, the Su family and the Xia family found out that Lin Fan and Su Xiaoyu were 
already together. 

No one objected. 

However, he had to be strict and not let the public know. 

Even if they held a wedding, only Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu could hold a wedding openly. 

As for Lin Fan and Su Xiaoyu’s wedding, they could only hold a small wedding with only 
their families as witnesses. 

However, Su Xiaoyu was very satisfied with this. 

Lin Fan and Su Xiaoyu’s wedding was also confirmed. 



It was in Paris, Su Xiaoyu’s favorite city. 

…. 

After a day. 

The entire Internet was cheering. 

Because today was Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu’s wedding. 

Xia Wanqiu was already pregnant, so this wedding had to be held. 

It had to be said that Xia Wanqiu’s physique was not as good as he had imagined. 

She actually had some difficulties getting pregnant. 

For the past three years, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu had been sleeping together. 

In order to make Lin Fan happier, Xia Wanqiu never let Lin Fan use contraception. 

However, Xia Wanqiu worked for years and her health was not that good. She did not 
get pregnant for three years. 

And some time ago, Xia Wanqiu was finally pregnant. 

She and Lin Fan had decided to hold a wedding. 

Su Xiaoyu was already far away in Paris, waiting for Lin Fan and her unique small 
wedding. 

What they wanted… was not much. 

At the wedding venue. 

The big celebrities in the entertainment industry were all here. 

Xu Yang, Lin Jingjing, Su Muqing, Lin Kexin, Chu Yaoyao… 

There was also Director Lu Benkai, Liu Mou, the post-production team Xue Kexin, Tang 
Xinran, Lin Qianwei, and the company’s Hua Qingqing and Liu Yiyi. 

Everyone came to the wedding venue. 

Lin Fan’s parents and Old Master Xia were also there. 

Today was really wonderful. 



Xia Wanqiu was wearing a wedding dress and Lin Fan was also wearing his wedding 
clothes. 

They had already taken their wedding photos and were looking forward to this beautiful 
day. 

After going through all sorts of complicated procedures, the final moment finally arrived. 

Under the cheers of countless people, Lin Fan held Xia Wanqiu’s hand. Xia Wanqiu was 
like a kitten as she stuck to Lin Fan’s side and smiled happily. 

The host also looked at Lin Fan. “Lin Fan, are you willing to marry Xia Wanqiu?” 

Lin Fan nodded and looked at him with deep love. “Of course.” 

The host looked at Xia Wanqiu again. “Xia Wanqiu, are you willing to marry Lin Fan?” 

Xia Wanqiu nodded shyly. “I’m willing.” 

The host smiled and said, “Then give him a kiss!” 

“Kiss him!” 

“Kiss him!” 

All the guests and friends were cheering. 

Xu Yang and Lin Jingjing were among them. 

Lin Fan kissed Xia Wanqiu. 

After that was… 

“First bow to the world!” 

“Second bow to your parents!” 

“Husband and wife bow to each other!” 

“Into the bridal chamber you go!” 

 


